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In the next 10 years a couple changes would take place in Architecture generally which would consequently change our work, learning and retail environments:
The most prominent change would the “digitization of solid structures”: structures such pillars, partition walls, windows etc. would become like platforms for digital communication. Therefore there would be less existence of structures that serve a single func-

tion, so for example a wall could also be an interactive TV screen. Also with smart glass, walls could be made to look opaque or transparent and this would solve a lot of privacy concerns of today

To illustrate this I have designed a conventional space of today which has a classroom for learning, an office space and a retail store. 
In comparison I have also designed a similar space with the same dimensions in the future decade with the same elements (classroom for learning, an office space and a retail store but in a different relationship.

Note: these spaces I designed are hypothetical, so not all office spaces look exactly like my current day projection nor the future. These designs are simply to show the direction of progression.
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current space of today 
showing 3 Views of (class-

room, office and retail store)

With advancements in technology, the computer 
becomes the main source of communication.

In the open plan scheme you could organize a 
physical/online class or an office space in this ar-

rangement 

The ‘reduced pillars’ shown can be used as a plat-
form for interactive screens to shop online.

The ‘reduced pillar’ would then represents an on-
line store( music, movies, books etc)

With the use of smart glass, glass windows could be 
changed to either transparent or opaque. Thereby 

controlling glare and privacy concerns while remain-
ing in an open space.

Audio/ sounds could be controlled in the open con-
ference area for instance using headphones.

Interactive Screen Smart Glass

The Windows screen serves as both a partition wall and an interactive screen that 
could be accessed on both ends or switched off on either. 

On the left shows a possible retail booth (lit with green LED’s below the semi- circle), 
which could be used a coffee store, music store, and office / school accessories)

Also in top view are 2 cubicles running from floor to ceiling. These could be used as 
private areas for study (learning) or work.

In the middle we have an open area for meetings which could be either learning 
of work related.

Curved interactive screen serves also as an aes-
thetically pleasing room divider.

Users of this screen could partake in online classes 
or work conference calls in the open space. Audio 
could controlled using headphones with audiojack.


